End-User Statement
Order Reference: PO1689DC21
Ultimate End-User Name/Address: Gwangju Regional Construction and Management
Administration(RCMA), (54619) Iksan-daero52gil, Iksan-si, Jeollabuk-do, Republic of Korea.
List of Items: LTL-M Mobile and LTL-XL Retroreflectometer
We hereby certify the above named items being procured from Force Technology_DELTA,
DENMARK will be used for: Road management ans maintain.
Who is Gwangju RCMA, and what is your line of business?
The RCMA is a government affiliated organization and the RCMA’s main task are,
- Road construction project and river improvements survey, investigation, plan, and
enforcement.
- National highway and river management with maintain
- Quality assurance(QA) of construction work and safety management of facility
- Improvement in road equipment and construct of safety traffic network
Why have Gwangju RCMA chosen LTL-M?
The RCMA knew and heard about the KEC & KCL’s performance of the road measurement
business. Their turned the higher level of performance in the road business field to our LTL-M
purchasing.
The RCMA selected the LTL-M induction of the pilot project on two business place already
and the RCMA is planning to introduce it to over 13 business place gradually.
How many LTL-M does Gwangju RCMA operate?
Basically, The measurement data of the Road relation would be update over one time for
quarter of a year and have to update a detailed information for the new project road with new
roads so the team menbers of RCMA were gone to business for the isuued road almost
every day.the data will be kept in the Terabyte hard and was efficiently managed by them.
What does Gwangju RCMA use the LTL-M for?
The RCMA used the LTL-M to data collect from the highway, local road, new roads,
outdated roads, and industrial road..the collected data has a road sign information,
reflectance of road marking, road conidtion, unrepair, traffic lights, guardrail, tunnel
illumination and others. Those data is crucial to ongoing government operation for public
sefety.
Why is Gwangju RCMA satisfied with the LTL-M?
The LTL-M has never given us any trouble up to now. The LTL-M’s warranty was two year.
It is flexible, available and we can count on them. espicially it is a best promises to us to
overuse.
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